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About This Content

A quest that will help to obtain large amounts of Exp will appear on the Notice Board at the Castle Plaza:

- Legendary Puni

*This content is also included into "Atelier Lydie & Suelle Season Pass."
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KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
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 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7, Windows® 8.1, Windows® 10 (64bit required)

Processor: Core i5 2.6GHz or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX550Ti or better, 1280x720

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space

Sound Card: OnBoard

English,Traditional Chinese,Japanese
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Well, first of all, I don't think it's the traditional 'match three' kind of game, as all I need to do is click all over. So it's more like
'click three', which is unfortunately something I wasn't looking for when buying the game. But as I was trying to waste cents, it's
not a bad game.

In any case, if you like somewhat relaxed and casual playing (even against a timer), and you enjoy relaxing music, I would say
buy it, especially if you get it off a sale. If on the other hand you're looking for the traditional 'move a gem next to another to
match' kind of game, I wouldn't recommend getting this one (if there really is this kind of mode somewhere in this game, please
let me know xD). So based on my personal flavor of the game, I have to 'not recommend' it, while it's all on the personal taste.
Thank you.. full disclosure my name is payde fore the clown. at birth, i mysteriously hatched from an egg. i don't have a mom or
dad.***

thats right, all the king's horses and all the king's men have put payde fore the clown back together again, and i am indeed here
with another life-altering payde fore review!

how do you want to be remembered? that is what the devs of this game asked themselves. do we want to simply make another
doom clone or do we want to do better? fortunately, they chose to make something more, something incredible. it goes beyond
being just game. it looks deep into our souls and reminds us of the absurdity of it all.
it dares to remind us that we are just like pavlovs dog. pavlovs... steaming... hot... dog.

can i say this is an objectively good game? no, of course not. you will likely rage quit on level two because you won't just find
the key cards laying on the floor out in the open. much like the pavlov dog, you've come to expect that. this may upset you. you
may search the same floors over and over for those darn key cards, hoping the game will reward you with that open door to
advance. this leads to some of the big questions that this game encourages you to ask...
'what else have i been conditioned to do? how am i like the pavlov dog?'.

i don't want to spoil everything, but i can assure you that this is a game that offers priceless rewards to a deep thinker. i
understand not all of us are like that. the devs chose to reach for the stars rather than dumb it down for consumption by every
man, woman and child. i respect and admire that decision. it is both a shame and a necessity that some among us are left behind
unable to understand the greatness.

in the end, i am split over how to rate this game. are you a deep thinker? do you enjoy mental mind mysteries and breaking
down the boundaries that exist inside your own mind? if so, you NEED this game. i loved every second of it! i even recorded a
lets play video that will be played at my funeral. however, if you are a simple person looking for something to unwind with after
a long day of sweeping floors at work, i must recommend that you look elsewhere for your entertainment. sadly, this is not the
game for you.

thanks for reading another payde fore review. feel free to check out the new payde fore curations group at 
http://steamcommunity.com/groups/PAYDEFORE for more games that have payde fore approval!. Its a fun little game.. I really
like the idea here (I'm always looking for simple co-ops I can play with my kids), but the game is super glitchy and controls very
awkwardly. As an adult I got used to being very careful about centering myself on the grid before going anywhere, but my kids
just kept getting snagged on corners. Some more forgiving navigation and some glitch cleanup would go a long way here.. I don't
care if you are male\/female\/non-binary. No offense monkaS
I am identified as straight male and this game is so good, it almost make me scream like a woman when I positioning myself as
the MC which is straight female

10\/10 Tutorial how to be lady killer

PS: The most important thing about this VN is I hope you haven't watch the anime yet
. I mainly bought this DLC for the Toyota Celica ST185 Turbo. Totally worth it if on sale if thats the only car you plan on using.
The Audi's and two hybrid prototypes are definitely fun as well. Now if I could just transfer the Celica over to DiRT Rally....
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Typical plot older than feudalism.
- Awful self-doubt ridden characters, not suitable for appropriate cognitive development of children and teenagers.
- Blatant plagiarism.
- Widespread violence and murder.
- Vindication of piracy.
- Author self-praise.

0/10, absolutely buy this on sale, ♥♥♥♥ this guy's revenue ambitions.. A really hard platformer, and a homage\/love letter to
both old platformers and Spleunker. (As well as to the NIS platformer, Prinny, a Disgaea spin-off, due to the large amount of
lives.) 1001 Spikes does a really good job at it's name, giving you a spike death for each of your 1001 lives! It has a ton of
content, either local co-op or single player, and tons of stuff to unlock for fun, like extra characters.

Each level has a collectable Golden Skull to find, usually hidden, at each threshold they have some extra content for those who
dare to get collect them which come in the form of extra modes or characters. When you play as one of the unlockable
characters, your level progress is seperate from the main hero and each other unlockable character, and the skulls replaced with
coins which you can use to unlock even more stuff with in the shop. Each almost every character plays entirely different, even
the cosplay ones for the main hero have entirely different playstyles and plenty of little details to them. (The Belmont cameo
cosplay removes your ranged option of a throwing knife, to a shorter distanced whip, in an exchange for damage power, stuff
like that.)

It might seem a bit pricey at $15.00 USD, maybe even still at the $10.00 USD discount price, but it's worth it. With all that
content, along with the option to try a hand at speedrunning the game with the timer aid, or getting a better time on a certain
level, there is a lot to love and your dollar goes a long way.

The bad side: There are a few bugs, some people are having a little trouble launching the game or getting music to play after
death in a level and having to restart, but hopefully they will fix it soon. There are slight workarounds for each bug at the
moment, and they aren't making the game cripplingly unplayable.

Overall, if you like the idea of the game, and you are up for a tough challenge, it's worth picking up. One of my favorite
platformers, for sure!. Beat the game in 6 hours, did not get any work done today. Boss is annoyed.

-0.25 A little too easy.
-0.25 A little too short.
-0.5 Boss is annoyed.

9/10, highly recommended.. a fantastic experience. music was beautiful and well done, scenery was just draw dropping. as a
older generation gamer im so glad to see what we are capable of. i never thought i would see the day we actually had vr.
excellent experience devs. hope to see more from you very soon. i have not gone through the entire experience yet because i
didnt want it to end lol. Finished the game on patch 1.36 with some mods enabled. No stability problems whatsover, overall very
good remake.. Let me tell you a little something.
When I first went into Indie Game Battle, I thought it had potential. I thought it would be great. There was a lot of room to
make something positively impactful. Instead, it's a textbook example of why to be careful with who you trust.

I was onboard with this project from 2015 until early 2017. Felix seemed like an odd, but fun fellow, but I was willing to abide
by and participate amongst his group chats on Skype and eventually Discord. He kicked off a few of my friends early on for
disagreeing with him (such as over the fact his characters have more color alts than others), but somehow I let that slide. I
should have been a lot harder on him in hindsight.

But it didn't stop there. On February, I finished and released a game I've been working on for over a year, Missileman Origins. It
wasn't mechanically perfect by any means, but I thought it was a solid game and the best I had done thus far. Missileman had
been a partially playable character (some of his moves were never implemented) in Indie Game Battle since 2015. The moment
I gave Felix the game, he nitpicked the crap out of it in front of the entire discord server and didn't hesitate to humiliate me like
I was utter trash. He then told me in private it "wasn't really a bad game", but then somehow led to the conclusion that
Missileman should no longer be in IGB. He had a reason provided for it, but I can tell it wasn't why. Then I asked a
DIFFERENT member of Blob Games Studio about it, and he gave me a more plausible explanation - I didn't send every
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member the game. Still, Felix decided to tell me they'll be voting on whether or not to keep Missileman as a character (despite
already kicking him out unceremously and kept making me out to be the bad guy in the server). I complained about Felix's anti-
logic in a separate discord server, but apparently a BGS member was in said server, and I was kicked out of the BGS server as a
result.

Here's the thing: Felix is an absolute hack that only pretends to have basic human emotion. He never really sympathized with
anyone, and no matter how long he knows somebody or establishes connections with them, he just throws them under the bus
one day because he can. He's an egotistical rat that constantly highlights the fact there are popular indie characters in the game,
but never actually adds anything of real substance. No adventure mode. No online play. No nothing. Even though all of that was
promised TWO YEARS AGO. This game has been in "Early Access" for TWO YEARS. And now that Felix officially outed
himself out as the shady scumbag he is and canceled the game, THIS is all you'll get if you pay TEN DOLLARS for it: Just a
versus mode with partially broken AI computer players! How freaking incompetent do you have to be to have it like this for
TWO YEARS only to can it entirely because you couldn't stop backstabbing people that tried to work with you?! In fact, one of
those guys he kicked was booted only because he was still able to communicate with previous victims. That is the most
mindlessly petty excuse for an expelling I've ever heard for game development.

Now what Felix needs to do is give everyone a refund. Every. Single. Person. Everyone that fell into his trap. Perhaps he should
even actually pay the people that worked for him for once. Valve, can you please help us all out on this?
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